
THE DIRECTION
www.aquadventurepark.com

GENERAL RULES OF THE PARK

1.The entry to the water park Aqualake is with fee and only the guests possessing the individual bracelet charged at 
thereception can enter the park. In case of loss or break of the bracelet, the park will not give back the caution (in 
order tocharge a new bracelet, the guest must show the broken bracelet anyway). Without bracelet, the guest could 
also be asked to leave the park or to pay the entire ticket again
2.Waterslides have their own rules and this regulation establishes the limits regarding age, physic conditions and health. 
Theguests must always verify and respect the displayed rules before starting the activities; anyway the staff is always 
at the guests’ disposal for further information.
3.Guests are pleased to maintain a behaviour according to the good breeding rules and the mutual respect.
4. Guests are not allowed to enter the only staff places.
5. It’s strictly forbidden to smoke at the pool side and in the surrounding areas.
6. It’s strictly forbidden to eat and drink at the pool side and in the surrounding areas. It’s allowed only inside the snack 
bar.
7. Animals are not allowed to enter the park.
8. It’s strictly forbidden to throw papers or wastes not in the dedicated baskets. Moreover, guests are pleased to 
respect the separated collection of rubbish, using the right waste baskets.
9. It’s not allowed to enter the park with arms, knives or blunt objects.
10. Scuffles, vandalism, contempt, persecution, drugs assumption, drunkenness, rallies and other behaviours not 
respectingthe public safety rules are non accepted inside the park. Moreover it’s not allowed any sell activity inside the 
park and inthe parking area. Rule-breakings could be asked to leave the park and the Direction could also denounce the 
most seriouscase to the public authorities.
11. The direction is not responsible for any bag-snatching, pick pocketing or damage to personal belongings. Please 
don’tleave rucksacks, bags or valued objects unattended. The direction is also not responsible for any car’s damage or 
theft inthe parking area.
12. Guests are not allowed to use their own musical diffusers without headphones
.13. Guests can require discounts before paying the ticket and presenting the documents necessary to prove the 
discount’sclaim. After the payment, no discount will be made.
14. At the reception, guests can also buy their own sun beds according to the availability and until depletion. Guests 
receive a coupon to show to the staff
.15. It’s compulsory the use of the swim cap
16. It’s forbidden to use the swimming pool materials without the staff agreement.

WARNINGS

For wellness and safety reasons, guests are pleased to respect the staff indications and the general rules of the 
park, whicdisplayed at the reception and at the outside ticket office. The staff can always intervene and rebuke 
anyone that doesn’t respthe rules.-  Swimming pools and water slides were built in order to guarantee the maximal 
safety for adults and children. Guests are askerespect rules and warnings displayed near the entrance. Children 
must always be guarded. From 10 years old up, the children canenter the park without parents.• The direction can 
modify without notice the opening calendar, timetables and prices. 

SANITARY AND HYGIENIC RULES
- Guests are not allowed to access the poolside in case of skin, contagious or infective illnesses, open wounds, banda-
ges or plasters. 
- Guests must cross the feet’s washing pools. It is not allowed to overcome them.
- Guests are allowed to enter the shower stalls and the swimming pool only with rubber slipper and flip-flops. Any 
other shoes arenot permitted. 
- Before entering the swimming pool, guests must take a shower.
- It’s forbidden to enter the swimming pool with creams, oils, cosmetics or other products dangerous for the 
water’s cleanliness.
- Guests may bath only with bathing suit. Any other clothing is forbidden. Guests are also not allowed to bath, 
sunbath or walk intothe park completely naked. Therefore it’s forbidden the topless or to leave the children 
without swimsuit.  
- Shaving, depilation, peeling and any other similar operations are not allowed in the shower stalls. Moreover the 
use of shampooand/or soap is strictly forbidden in the outside showers.
- It’s compulsory the use of bathing suit during the shower inside or outside the centre.
- It’s strictly forbidden to spit or urinate into the swimming pool.

SAFETY RULES- Any form of apnoea is strictly forbidden.
- It’s forbidden to dive from the poolside.
- The use of waterslides is admitted only according to the displayed rules. It’s strictly forbidden and also dange-
rous to descend thewaterslides standing, on bended knees, heading or making stunts.
- It’s not allowed to bath and/or descend with glasses/sunglasses, glass-masks and any other objects that can 
cause damages andwhich are therefore not admitted from the general rules.
- It’s not admitted to run along the poolside, pull other people into the water or play dangerous game that can 
cause damages toother people or things.
- Each waterslide can be used by one guest at a time.
- Children with water wings or life rings must always be accompanied and can not enter the swimming pool alone.
- The use of electric devices (walkman, CD player, MP3 player, etc.) is not admitted near the swimming pools and 
the attractions. Inaddition, the use of these devices is dangerous.
- In case of storm, it’s compulsory to get off the water.
- The Direction can modify without notice the opening calendar, timetables and prices.

RULES FOR SWIMMING COURSES AND WATERFITNESS
- Guests are pleased to arrive 15 minutes before the beginning of the course and to accompany the children to the 
changing rooms.  In order to enter the changing rooms, adults must ask for the “Accompagnatore” (Helper) brace-
let at the reception.
- Guests must leave their shoes in the apposite cabinets in the area “Zona Cambio Scarpe” (shoes’ changing 
area).
- Children must leave their shoes in the apposite cabinets in the area “Zona Cambio Scarpe”, while the adults can ask 
at the receptionfor overshoes in order to enter the changing rooms.
- Children must wait in the hallway or in front of the inside Bar before entering the swimming pool for the lesson.
- Parents are advised not to stay at the poolside or near the swimming pool during the lesson.
- After the lesson, every children must leave the swimming pool with the teacher. They are not allowed to stay in 
the swimming pooloutside lesson’s time.
- At the end of the lesson, the helpers with the specific bracelet have 25 minutes to enter the changing rooms and 
help the children.  After this time, they are required to pay a fee for late exit. 
- After the 5th lesson, it is possible to require a meeting with the instructors
- In case of illness, it’s possible to make the lost lesson up in the ongoing month.
- Each bracelet is charged for 30 minutes to stay in the changing rooms. After this time, guests must pay an extra 
fee of Euro 2,00for late exit. The entry is allowed only 15 minutes before the beginning of the lessons.
- The parent accompanying the child to the swim lesson must require the bracelet “Accompagnatore” (Helper) for 
a caution of Euro5,00. the parent will have 25 minutes in order to accompany the child to the changing rooms before 
the lesson and other 25 minutesafter the lesson.
- The parent must wait for the child in the bar area during the lesson.


